DATE

SEPTEMBER

20,

2020

CASE

STUDY

PROJECT: ONEJAX 50TH ANNIVERSARY AWARDS CELEBRATION

For 50 years, OneJax has hosted a Humanitarian Awards Dinner to honor outstanding humanitarians and raise funds to support efforts to
promote diversity as the foundation for a strong community. The organization works to increase respect and improve relationships
among people who represent the rich menagerie of religious, ethnic, racial and cultural groups that comprise the Jacksonville
community. Its mission as an interfaith organization is dedicated to achieving civility, understanding and respect for all peoples,
and to to foster an inclusive community where difference is welcomed and celebrated.
With the pandemic preventing the organization from producing its much beloved and community-supported live event,
it had to shift to a digital experience and production company, PRI, out of Jacksonville, Florida, contracted Total
Brand Experience bring its event to (digital) life, understanding that a simple Zoom environment would not do the
event justice
Working in partnership with PRI, TBX built a truly stellar awards environment that set the tone to reflect the
high quality sponsors and attendees associated with this event. It's theme was "Days of Future Passed"
and the event paid tribute to those who had come before those being honored with an eye toward the
next generation of constituents who stand for social justice and equality.
We were humbled to have been selected to protect the legacy of this event.

SERVICES

Part of creative development team to bring the idea to life
Development of attendee journey within the event
Development of multiple invite-only sponsor lounges
Pre-production of select media
Integration of Remo platform for invite-only
hosted lounges
Live "on-site" production
Live entertainment

T O HS P ANS

GRAPHICS PRODUCED BY PRI
POSITIVE RESULTS!

Properly provided a platform for the organization's 50th awards anniversary
Maintained attendance of previous live events
A Focus on event socialization which brought people together in like-minded conversation and celebration
Flawless experience from beginning to end: everything on time, perfectly produced
Achieved parent organization's ROI and ROO goals

